
     

CLN5 | Targus Leather Laptop Case

 

The Targus Leather Notebook Case is crafted of full-grain 

genuine leather and includes upgraded nickel hardware 

and newly designed zipper pulls making this a very smart 

and stylish case. On the inside you will find improvements 

such as a main compartment panel that includes 2 pockets 

for accessory storage, a slip pocket for files, scratch-

resistant sleeves for up to 10 CD/DVDs plus a protective 

divider to keep accessories separate from your notebook. 

To keep your frequently used items close at hand there is a 

front zip-down workstation, side-access mobile phone 

pocket and a retractable airline ticket and passport/ID 

sleeve.  

 

 This is a Targus global product 

Full-grain genuine leather notebook case 

Padded notebook compartment fits notebooks with up to 15.4” screens 

Large front pocket will accommodate folders/documents 

Additional features in front zip-down workstation include: pen loops, large mesh pocket, key clip, business 

card holders, PDA and accessory pockets 

Improved main compartment panel includes: 2 pockets for accessory storage, slip pocket for files, scratch-

resistant sleeves to hold 10 CDs or DVDs, and protective divider to keep accessories and notebook 

separate 

Retractable airline ticket and passport/ID sleeve 

Includes luggage strap for easy attachment to rolling travel cases 

Expandable file section with divider and rear zippered pocket for extra file storage 

Upgraded nickel hardware and newly designed zipper pulls 

 

Product Name Targus Leather Laptop 

Case

Interior Dimensions 36.83 x 29.85 x 5.72 

cm

Model Number CLN5 PC Card Pocket Yes

Street Cost C$109.99 Security Straps Yes

Color Black Shoulder Strap Detachable with 

Cushioned Pad

Exterior Dimensions 39.7 x 37.5 x 16.5 cm Warranty Lifetime Warranty



Exterior Material Full Grain Leather Weight 1.7kg

Exterior Pocket Zip-Down Workstation 

13 x 9 x 2 in.

   

 

 

 

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification. 


